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“Learning to fly by watching the birds was like learning magic by watching a magician.” So 

said Orville Wright. 

In transitioning to Building Information Modeling (BIM), the industry has learned by doing, 

from the successes to the missed opportunities. This class will examine best practices and 

project insights from CannonDesign’s Healthcare Group as the firm shifted from AutoCAD 

software to Revit software. Using large hospital projects as case studies, the class will 

explore strategies for keeping projects on track through complex multiphase, multiyear 

design and construction. 

In order to keep projects on track, the use of BIM has become a critical workflow. This 

transformation sparked conversation around the liability of sharing models. What can 

architects, owners, and contractors do differently from the start? By examining early 

decision-making, the BIM(s) can begin to address successful outcomes years before the 

start of construction. However, strategies may not turn out as planned and teams should 

evolve and adapt modeling decisions.

Class summary



At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 Understand how the AEC industry has transformed in its use of BIM

 Understand how to capitalize on contract language to manage risk around 

sharing the BIM(s)

 Understand how to develop work plans and strategies for use of BIM with 

your Design Team that promote consensus

 Understand how to navigate challenges in your BIM workflow

Key learning objectives
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 Evolution

 In 2005, the transition from CAD to Revit was a deployment

 We are learning that it is not about technology, but about process 

and people. 

It’s a journey



Our Healthcare Practice BIM 

Learning Curve

























 A client who does not want a model

Strategies for BIM
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Strategies for BIM

 What did we learn?

 Better anticipate future model uses by downstream users

 Understand why a blanket disclaimer alone may not eliminate 

problems

 Utilize consensus tools 



Internal BIM Strategies
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Internal BIM Strategies



















 A client who does want a model

Strategies for BIM



 A client who does want a model

 Oh and by the way a database for equipment mgmt…

Strategies for BIM



 Tracking Medical Equipment

Strategies for BIM



 Content Model - standardized rooms

Internal Workflow Strategy



Internal Workflow Strategy

 Production Models



 Complexity of the Database

Internal Workflow Strategy



 Plan Partner+Collaborate Focus

 Document project expectations 

 Educate and communicate 

 Coordination 

 Quick burst

Work Planning



Documenting Project Expectations 

 BIM Execution Plan

 Project Information

 Project Schedule and BIM Deliverable Schedule

 BIM Project Participants and Model Element Authors

 Project BIM Goals

 Model Software

 BIM Meeting Procedures

 Model Coordinate Systems

 Model Structure

 Floor/Level and Elevation Naming Conventions



 High-level work planning

Internal Workflow Strategy



 Driving Consistency

 On-boarding docs

 Project diagrams

Education and Communication



Coordination

Revit Best Practices

 Model Setup

 Model Linking

 Workset Definitions

 Content Development

 Standard Details

 Families

 File Naming Conventions

LOD meets 2D Supplementation



 Do’s and Don’ts

Internal Workflow Strategy



 Team Huddles

 Quick Burst 

Design Planning



What can we do differently from 

the start?
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Adaptability

 How do we achieve alignment with client’s 

expectations?

 How do we direct our teams?



 Conversations around Use Cases

 Between Architect and Owner

 BIM Use purposes and characteristics

Alignment with Client's Expectations



AIA Digital Practice Documents



 Downstream Users

 Defining Model Element Authors and LOD per Uniformat

Communicating Reliability



From Guidelines to Integrated Tools

• These integrated tools can be 

used in negotiations to clarify 

graphically and narratively:

• We can modify the sequence 

and level of detail to correspond 

to our client’s request

• Engaging in this discussion with 

our client will enable us to refine 

our fee proposal and align with 

our client’s expectations



 Our focus is people, not technology

Future
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